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Abstract
TJ-II stellarator results on modelling and validation of plasma flow asymmetries due to
on-surface potential variations, plasma fuelling physics, Alfvén eigenmodes (AEs) control and
stability, the interplay between turbulence and neoclassical (NC) mechanisms and liquid
metals are reported. Regarding the validation of the neoclassically predicted potential
asymmetries, its impact on the radial electric field along the flux surface has been successfully
validated against Doppler reflectometry measurements. Research on the physics and modelling
of plasma core fuelling with pellets and tracer encapsulated solid pellet injection has shown
that, although post-injection particle radial redistributions can be understood qualitatively
from NC mechanisms, turbulence and fluctuations are strongly affected during the ablation
process. Advanced analysis tools based on transfer entropy have shown that radial electric
fields do not only affect the radial turbulence correlation length but are also capable of
reducing the propagation of turbulence from the edge into the scrape-off layer. Direct
experimental observation of long range correlated structures show that zonal flow structures
are ubiquitous in the whole plasma cross-section in the TJ-II stellarator. Alfvénic activity
control strategies using ECRH and ECCD as well as the relation between zonal structures and
AEs are reported. Finally, the behaviour of liquid metals exposed to hot and cold plasmas in a
capillary porous system container was investigated.

Keywords: stellarator, transport, plasma

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Plasma physics and fusion technology issues have been suc-
cessfully developed in previous years, with present-day exper-
iments being only a generation away from fusion reactor
plasma conditions. However, the extrapolation of current
experiments to reactor devices cannot be based exclusively on
an empirical approach. Therefore, a significant effort must be
devoted to model validation against experiments.

Using its unique flexibility and advanced plasma diagnos-
tics, the TJ-II stellarator is contributing to the understanding of
critical plasma physics challenges in fusion plasmas. TJ-II is a
heliac type device (major radius 1.5 m, minor radius� 0.22 m,
four periods, average magnetic field on axis 0.95 T, plasma
volume � 1 m3). Both ECRH (two gyrotrons, 53.2 GHz, P �
300 kW each, suitable for X2 heating) and neutral beam heat-
ing (NBI) heating (two H0 injectors, E � 30 kV, P � 600 kW

each) can be used to produce and sustain the discharge.
Concerning specific physics areas of research, work at TJ-II

has been focussed on:
Transport and confinement. The demonstration of good

confinement at reactor-relevant conditions in an optimised
configuration is central to the assessment of the stellarator
reactor line. This requires not only confirming the reduction
and validation of neoclassical (NC) transport in optimised stel-
larators but also to understand and control turbulent transport.
Furthermore, the accumulation of high-Z impurities in the core
is a long-standing concern in the stellarator community that
makes the control of transport of impurities crucial.

Particle fuelling and neutral dynamics. An important fac-
tor contributing to the particle transport is the density gradient
localization, which is closely connected to neutral refuelling.
Fuelling of core plasma is foreseen by pellet systems that
inject particles at high speed deep into the plasma. However, at
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reactor relevant parameters, pellets would be unable to reach
the core plasma region. Therefore it is mandatory to quantify
the importance of both NC and turbulent mechanisms in the
foreseen level of inward particle transport.

Magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) stability and fast parti-
cle physics. MHD stability need to be assessed both from
experimental and theoretical standpoints. Additionally, fast
ion-driven Alfvénic instabilities must be characterised and
modelled in view of alpha particle transport in reactor sce-
narios. While most of previous research has been focussed on
the excitation and impact of fast ion modes in plasma perfor-
mance, there is a growing interest in the impact on fast particles
of turbulence and self-organization phenomena.

Plasma edge physics. Scrape-off layer (SOL) transport in
tokamaks is thought to be dominated by convective cells
(filaments). However, it is an open question how the com-
plex stellarator geometry of a non-axially symmetric SOL
influences these structures. Clarifying whether the SOL width
is dominated by local effects in the SOL region or/and by
transport driven in the plasma edge is a relevant question for
predicting power exhaust.

Plasma–wall interaction. Plasma wall conditions are key
for good plasma performance. Schemes for wall condition-
ing and understanding of long-pulse behaviour of the plasma
wall is essential for the development of reactor scenarios.
The ‘Laboratorio Nacional de Fusión’ (LNF) addresses power
exhaust physics by means of liquid metal studies. Recently,
a facility for the optimization of liquid targets (OLMAT) has
been built and installed, guaranteeing its compatibility with
TJ-II plasma operation.

Next, we highlight some of the most relevant recent results
in the framework of the TJ-II research programme.

2. Towards the validation of gyrokinetic and
neoclassical simulations

2.1. Plasma potential and turbulence poloidal asymmetries

The validation of gyrokinetic (GK) predictions of turbulent
fluctuations and the electrostatic potential variations on the
flux surface, ϕ1, calculated by NC codes, have been the target
of a series of dedicated experiments carried out in TJ-II. A sys-
tematic characterization of the wavenumber spectra of plasma
density fluctuations has been carried out by Doppler reflec-
tometry (DR), which allows scanning different poloidally sep-
arated regions on the same flux surface and investigate asym-
metries of the studied quantities [1, 2]. The difference in the
amplitude and the wave number spectrum at the different loca-
tions over the surface have been compared with global linear
GK simulations performed with the code EUTERPE. In the
framework of a long-standing effort for the validation of asym-
metries in TJ-II [3, 4] the perpendicular rotation velocity of the
fluctuations measured with DR has also been compared with
NC EUTERPE calculations that predict, under some scenarios,
moderate to strong variations of the radial electric field and,
with it, of the Er × B flow (figure 1). Predictions and exper-
iments agree qualitatively regarding the radial dependence of

Figure 1. Predicted poloidal asymmetries of the radial electric field
(Er) due to the varying electrostatic potential over the surface. The
variations are comparable to those found in the experiments by DR.
Reproduced courtesy of IAEA. Figure from [1]. © EURATOM 2019.

the turbulence intensity, the turbulence dispersion relation and
the correlation between the strength of the radial electric field
variations and the rotation velocity of the fluctuations and how
this depends on magnetic configuration. Recent experiments
exploring configurations with different magnetic ripple have
shown a reduction in the turbulence asymmetry in configura-
tions with reduced ripple. In addition, the influence of base ion
mass has been investigated in hydrogen and deuterium plas-
mas. The ion mass in TJ-II plasmas does not affect the prop-
erties of the turbulence, neither the amplitude nor the spectral
shape or the poloidal asymmetry. GK simulations also do not
show any dependence of the turbulence spectrum on the ion
mass. Model validation will also benefit from the effort of ver-
ification of GK simulations in different computational domains
[5] as well as from the application of the recently developed
GK code Stella [6] to TJ-II, in particular, for the investigation
of the turbulent transport of impurities [7].

Poloidal asymmetries in the radial electric field, Er, are
found that depend on the plasma collisionality. These results
have been compared with the contribution to Er arising
from −ϕ′

1 as calculated with the NC version of the code
EUTERPE. These results show variations in Er comparable
in size to those found in the experiments, but there is a dis-
agreement regarding the sign of the Er correction. Recent the-
oretical results [8] show that the effect of kinetic electrons on
ϕ1 has to be taken into account due to the strong Te depen-
dence of the electron contribution to ϕ1 when the electrons
are in the 1/ν regime. These simulations can be performed
with the newly developed NC code kinetic orbit-averaging
solver for stellarators (KNOSOS) [9, 10]. KNOSOS is a freely
available open-source code that provides a fast computation
of low collisionality NC transport in sufficiently optimized
three-dimensional magnetic confinement devices, by rigor-
ously solving the bounce-averaged drift kinetic and quasineu-
trality equations derived in [2]. Where applicable, KNOSOS
reproduces the results of the codes DKES and (the NC ver-
sion of) EUTERPE and can be orders of magnitude faster than
either of them. This means that KNOSOS can provide new
figures of merit for stellarator optimization (apart from the
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effective ripple) that could thus far not be included in optimiza-
tion algorithms, such as the level of transport in the

√
ν regime

(because its calculation was too slow with standard codes) or in
the superbanana-plateau regime [because the tangential mag-
netic drift was not taken into account, see e.g. (figure 2)]. It can
also greatly improve the speed and accuracy of predictive sim-
ulations. KNOSOS has been employed to compute the radial
electric field of W7-X [11, 12]. It has also been coupled to
the optimization suite STELLOPT [13] and has started to be
employed in the design of new stellarator configurations.

2.2. Plasma fuelling and impurities

The continued exploitation of the combined cryogenic hydro-
gen and tracer encapsulated solid pellet (TESPEL) pellet injec-
tion system on TJ-II has provided new insight into pellet
physics in stellarators and, in parallel, has permitted the bench-
marking of a stellarator version of the pellet ablation and
homogenization code HPI2 [14, 15] (figure 3). Experiments
in TJ-II have shown that post-injection radial particle distri-
butions can be understood qualitatively from NC predictions
[15]. For instance, the large outward drift acceleration experi-
enced by ablated pellet material results in low fuelling efficien-
cies (<25%) for injections from the outer plasma edge of this
device. Indeed, tracer injections with polystyrene (–C8H8–)
based TESPELs have confirmed an inverse mass dependence
of the acceleration [16]. Additional experiments have also
revealed that enhanced pellet ablation in the plasma core due
to fast-electron impacts can lead to higher fuelling efficien-
cies as the outward drift acceleration is disrupted in the initial
drift phase [17]. In particular, it is found that if a pellet is
subject to excess ablation due to core fast electron impacts,
the resultant pellet efficiency (deposited particles/delivered
particles) increases by up to 50% with respect to injections
into similar, fast-electron free, plasmas. More recently, com-
parisons between pellet experiments and HPI2 simulations
have revealed that interactions between outward drifting pel-
let material and a resonant surface can lead to the abrupt
deceleration of the outward drifting ablated pellet material and
hence reduced pellet material loss [18]. The same experiments
have shown that pellets can impact MHD plasma stability and
broadband plasma turbulence strongly.

An important factor contributing to particle transport is the
density gradient localization, which is closely connected to
neutral refuelling in tokamak and stellarator devices. Plasma
fuelling by systems that inject pellets deeply at high speed
is foreseen for future reactors. However, at reactor relevant
plasma densities and temperatures, pellets will not reach the
core plasma region. This may result in density profiles with
positive and negative density gradient regions. Therefore it is
mandatory to quantify the importance of both NC and turbu-
lent mechanisms on the foreseen level of inward and outward
particle transport. Fluid and GK simulations have investigated
the level of inward turbulent particle transport in the inverted
density gradient region but comparisons of simulations with
experimental fluctuation levels and fluxes are still missing.
The stellarator TJ-II is well suited to investigate the influ-
ence of such positive and negative density gradients on plasma

fluctuations and transport due to its unique capabilities to
control plasma scenarios and magnetic configuration. Results
show that plasma density fluctuations appear in both positive
and negative density gradient regions in TJ-II plasmas, with
normalized levels of density fluctuations that are higher in the
negative density gradient region [19].

3. Towards the identification of Alfvén eigenmode
actuators and core zonal flows

An ambitious research programme is in progress to investi-
gate the relation between zonal structures and Alfvén eigen-
modes (AEs) and its role in the nonlinear dynamics of AEs
and transport as well as to develop and demonstrate AE control
strategies using ECRH and ECCD in TJ-II.

3.1. Characterization and control of Alfvén eigenmodes

Controlling the amplitude of AEs in fusion plasmas is an open
issue with essential relevance for ITER and beyond, because
the fast ion losses associated with these modes might be delete-
rious for plasma performance and heating efficiency, as well as
destructive for the plasma facing components. Destabilization
of shear Alfvén waves depends on the precise magnetic config-
uration (rotational transform profile) and the balance between
the fast particle drive and damping mechanisms. The impact of
ECRH and ECCD has been investigated in stellarator devices
[20] demonstrating a clear effect of ECCD on the observed
mode spectrum (figure 4). For the case illustrated in the figure,
adding counter-ECCD decreases the rotational transform in
the core. Even though the total plasma current varies only by
a small amount, the changes in the observed mode spectrum
are clearly visible. Linear stability analysis using the FAR3d
gyrofluid code has allowed for successful AE identification in
different heating scenarios [21]. Such analysis needs, among
other inputs, a calculation of the fast ion pressure and, since the
experiments were not carried out with balanced NBI driven
plasma current, an estimation of the NBCD becomes neces-
sary. To this end TJ-II stellarator magnetic configurations and
its NBI systems have been implemented in the Monte Carlo
orbit following code ASCOT in order to determine the fast ion
current. The electron response to this current, needed to calcu-
late NBCD, has been obtained analytically by solving the drift
kinetic equation for the electron distribution function interact-
ing with NBI fast ions in the low collisionality limit [22]. Other
sources of plasma current (i.e. bootstrap, ECCD) have also
been estimated [21].

From the experimental point of view, a new helicoidal array
of Mirnov coils, able to measure perturbations of the mag-
netic field in all directions, has been recently commissioned
and will allow to determine the toroidal mode number (n) of
the perturbations [23]. This set of probes will complement the
already existing poloidal array, used to determine the poloidal
mode number (m). It is expected that such enhancements in the
theoretical/computational and experimental capabilities will
significantly improve the interpretation of fast particle experi-
ments. Operation scenarios combining fast ions from neutral
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Figure 2. By including the tangential magnetic drift in the solution of the drift-kinetic equation (green line, to be compared with magenta
line, calculated without this term) KNOSOS produces more accurate calculations of the NC energy flux for small values of the radial electric
field, when the tangential magnetic drift is similar in size as the E × B drift. Reproduced with permission from [9].

Figure 3. Despite much progress over the past decades, a complete comprehension of the physics processes involved in pellet ablation,
pellet particle drift and diffusion is still outstanding. However, given the shared physics, comparative studies between both pellet types can
provide new insight and understanding into physics processes and plasma response. Left: a single image obtained with a fast-frame imaging
camera during the ablation of a 290 um diameter TESPEL containing aluminium tracer injected at 358 m s−1 into ECRH discharge #50443
confined using the standard 100_44_64 configuration. A C II transmission filter is used and the camera is set to 1 us exposure time and a
frame rate of 525 kf s−1. Right: a single image obtained during the ablation of a H2 pellet injected at 950 m s−1 into ECRH discharge
#50440 confined using the 100_44_64 configuration. No filter is used and the camera is set to 1 us exposure time and a frame rate of
350 kf s−1. In both cases, the optical lens is located in a nearby tangential viewport and light is transferred to the camera using a coherent
fibre bundle. Pellets are injected from right to left and colour bars represent light intensity. In the case of TESPEL and the C II filter, it is
possible to capture images showing a fuller extent of the toroidal expansion and radial drift of its plasmoid clouds than is possible with H2
pellets. This can provide new insights into the physics of pellet particle expansion and drift in TJ-II.

beam injection with variable activity of AEs using control
actuators such as ECCD are the target for future experiments.

3.2. On the search of core zonal flows (ZFs) and the
influence of Alfvén eigenmodes in the TJ-II stellarator

While most previous research efforts have been focussed
on the excitation and impact of fast ion modes in plasma

performance, because of the drain of energy related to fast par-
ticle losses with concomitant potential damages in the plasma
facing components, there is a growing interest in the impact of
fast particles on plasma turbulence and self-organization phe-
nomena. Nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization by suprather-
mal pressure gradients has been found in GK simulations [24]
providing an interpretation of the experimentally observed
ion heat flux and stiffness reduction in the JET tokamak

5
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Figure 4. AEs actuators in TJ-II: (a) without ECCD (b) with on-axis counter-ECCD. The vacuum magnetic configuration modified by the
different levels of plasma current and plasma parameters has been input to the FAR3d gyro-fluid code to study the linear evolution of AEs
[21].

[25]. Understanding the underlying physics of this non-linear
electromagnetic stabilization mechanism is an essential task
for future fusion reactors where plasmas will be dominated by
fast particle dynamics. The coexistence and interplay of fast
ions with main instabilities such as ITG [26] and TEM [27] is
an active area of research. In particular, non-linear excitations
of zonal structures by fast particle driven modes have been pre-
dicted [28–30] but validation is still missing. The plasma sce-
narios where fast particle driven zonal structures would affect
the nonlinear dynamics of AEs or/and turbulent transport is at
present an active area of research.

The main focus of this work is the experimental search of
ZFs and the possible influence of fast particle driven modes
in the dynamics of ZFs in the plasma core region of fusion
plasmas (figure 5). The results reported here have been drawn
from a dedicated development based on a dual heavy ion
beam probe (HIBP) system [31]. In this study both HIBP-
I and HIBP-II systems were operated in scanning and fixed
point mode to determine plasma profiles as well as plasma
potential and density fluctuations at a specific radial location
(figure 6). This unique set-up permits the simultaneous inves-
tigation of the radial structure of fluctuations, E × B driven
transport [32] and long-range correlated scales in the whole
plasma poloidal cross-section in the TJ-II stellarator. Plasma
fluctuations are dominated by broadband turbulence in ECRH
scenarios whereas in NBI regimes both broadband turbulence
as well as Alfvénic instabilities are clearly detected. Previ-
ous experiments have shown that heating, magnetic configura-
tion and plasma density scenarios affect the dynamics of AEs
[33, 34].

Operating the HIBP in scanning mode from the high to
the low field side allows determining the radial location of
AEs. Depending of plasma conditions, AEs were radially
localized deep in the core plasma (ρ ≈ 0.3) or at mid-radius
(ρ ≈ 0.6) with frequencies in the range 100–400 kHz.
Figure 7 shows a particular example of AEs localized near
ρ ≈ 0.6 with frequencies in the range 120–160 kHz (shot
49510). Mean plasma potential profiles have been investi-
gated in NBI plasma regimes with different level of AE
activity. Within uncertainties and in the explored plasma

scenarios, mean plasma potential profiles are not significantly
affected by the presence of AEs.

LRCs have been measured for plasma potential and den-
sity fluctuations during pure ECRH and combined ECRH +

NBI plasma scenarios. The frequency resolved LRCs shown
in figure 8 illustrate that LRCs only exist for plasma poten-
tial fluctuations, with phase shift close to zero, and not for
density fluctuations. In regimes with Alfvenic instabilities,
LRC are detected at AE frequencies and at low frequencies
(<10 kHz). Therefore, these macro-structures, localized in the
plasma core, are consistent low frequency ZFs, in agreement
with the previous identification of ZFs in the plasma edge
region [35].

Figure 9 shows the time evolution of LRCs measured for
plasma potential fluctuations in the plasma core (ρ≈ 0.6) dur-
ing pure ECRH and combined ECRH + NBI plasma scenarios
(shot 49591). The plasma density evolves from n ≈ 0.6 ×
1019 m−3 (ECRH regime) up to n ≈ 0.8 × 1019 m−3 (ECRH
+ NBI regime). It should be noted that there is a change in
the sign of plasma potential from positive to negative values,
reflecting a change in the mean radial electric field from elec-
tron root in the ECRH phase to the root in the ECRH + NBI
phase [36]. LRCs in plasma potential exist with comparable
levels in both ECRH and ECRH + NBI, reaching high values
(coherence in the range of 0.8) for low frequency fluctuations
(<10 kHz). Therefore, core LRCs are observed in a wide range
of plasma scenarios.

Figure 10 shows the time evolution of LRCs measured for
plasma potential fluctuations in the plasma core (ρ≈ 0.3) dur-
ing pure ECRH and combined ECRH + NBI plasma scenarios
(shot 49598). In these experiments the HIBP-I was in a fixed
position (ρ ≈ 0.3) whereas the HIBP-2 is in scanning mode
exploring the limited plasma core region ρ ≈ 0.2–0.4. The
radial scanning of the HIBP-II system allows measuring the
radial profile of the core plasma potential resulting in posi-
tive radial electric fields (i.e. electron root) with values in the
range of 1 kV m−1. The amplitude of the LRC is significantly
affected by plasma density in the ECRH regime, as shown in
figure 9 (shot 49591) where the density reaches values of n ≈
0.6× 1019 m−3 to be compared with results shown in figure 10
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Figure 5. Possible interplay between fast particles driven modes and transport regulation via ZFs under investigation in the TJ-II stellarator.

Figure 6. TJ-II plasmas are heated by ECRH (2 × 200 kW gyrotrons) and NBI (2 × 500 kW co—NBI-1- and counter—NBI-2). The dual
HIBP system (HIBP-I and HIBP-2) was used to study the temporal and spatial evolution of density and plasma potential profiles, fluctuation
levels and long-range-correlations (LRC) as proxy of ZFs in the plasma core region. The TJ-II stellarator is also equipped with a dual system
of Langmuir-probe (LP) arrays placed at two different toroidal and poloidal locations: sector B (LP-B) and sector D (LP-D).

(shot 49598) with densities in the range n ≈ 0.50 × 1019 m−3.
This sensitivity would reflect the influence of plasma location
or/and the proximity of the electron–ion root transition on ZFs
[37]. Figure 10 also shows that the amplitude of LRC reaches
high values (coherence in the range of 0.8) at the transition to
plasmas with Alfvénic instabilities.

Recently experiments aimed at obtaining the 2D distribu-
tion of plasma potential, density and their fluctuations have
been performed in TJ-II using HIBP measurements [38].

In conclusion, LRCs have been unambiguously detected
in the plasma core in ECRH and combined ECRH and

NBI scenarios in the TJ-II stellarator. LRCs are observed in
plasma potential fluctuations but not in density fluctuations as
expected for ZF structures. These results, together with previ-
ous observations of edge ZFs in TJ-II, show that ZF structures
are ubiquitous in the whole plasma cross-section in the TJ-II
stellarator. In plasma scenarios with combined ECR and NBI
heating, LRCs are detected both at the AE frequencies and at
low frequencies (<10 kHz), with an amplitude that depends
on the plasma scenario. It is an open question whether those
ZFs can be directly driven by fast particle effects or/and are
the consequence of the plasma scenario.
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Figure 7. (a) Radial localization of AEs (shot 49510). The destabilization of several types of AEs (GAEs, HAEs and possibly TAEs) and
energetic particle modes is predicted by the FAR3d code in TJ-II [21].

Figure 8. (Shot 49598) Frequency resolved LRC for density and potential fluctuations during the combined ECRH + NBI scenario.

4. Towards the characterization of the interaction
between neoclassical and turbulent transport
mechanisms

4.1. Turbulence spreading and radial electric fields

The SOL width is determined by competition between cross-
field and parallel transport. It has recently been suggested that
radial turbulence spreading may play an important role in set-
ting the SOL width [39, 40] with important implications for
ITER. Due to its flexibility to modify radial electric fields from
positive to negative values in a continuous manner, stellarators
are unique physics laboratories to validate models based on

the influence of radial electric field (Er) effects on turbulence
spreading and edge-SOL coupling. The ambipolarity condition
(i.e. the equality of ion and electron fluxes) determining the
radial NC electric field has two stable roots: the ion root with
typically negative Er, usually achieved in high density plasmas,
and the electron root with positive Er, that is typically realized
when electrons are subject to strong heating (ECRH) [37].

We have investigated the impact of Er on turbulence prop-
agation and the coupling between the plasma edge and the
SOL during electron–ion root transitions where Er is changed
in a controlled manner from positive to negative values [41].
Plasma fluctuations are dominated by broadband turbulence
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Figure 9. (Shot 49591) (Top) Time evolution of LRC measured in the plasma core (ρ ≈ 0.6) during ECRH and NBI scenarios; (middle)
spectrogram of high frequency magnetic fluctuations measured by magnetic probes (230–300 kHz) showing the appearance of specific AEs;
(bottom) evolution of plasma density during ECRH to NBI scenarios. The plasma density was about n ≈ 0.60 × 1019 m−3 in the pure ECRH
scenario and n ≈ 0.6–0.8 × 1019 m−3 in the combined ECRH + NBI scenario.

in ECRH scenarios which amplitude increases with heating
power [42]. It is shown that Er does not only affect the radial
turbulence correlation length but is also capable of reducing
the propagation of turbulence from the edge into the SOL. To
do so, we make use of the transfer entropy (TE), a powerful
statistical tool to follow the propagation of perturbations [43].
Thus, we found that the effective radial propagation from the
edge to the SOL was very nearly blocked in the edge region
in the ion root phase (Er < 0) as compared to the electron root
(Er > 0) (figures 11 and 12). This is fully consistent with pre-
vious studies where Er was actively modulated by edge biasing
[44]. These observations are highly relevant for the under-
standing of the mechanisms that determine the SOL width. The
radial electric field was also found to have a profound impact
on turbulent intermittence [45]. This discovery opens up a new
window for the study of the complex interactions between Er

and turbulence.

4.2. Edge zonal flows and radial electric fields

In stellarators, NC physics determines Er at long length scales
[46]. In addition, turbulent mechanisms (e.g. ZFs) can affect
the Er radial length scales. The unique experimental system
that is the TJ-II stellarator has made it possible to obtain
direct experimental evidence of self-organization processes

consistent with the concept of ZFs. Recent experiments, devel-
oped within the framework of intense international collabora-
tions, have demonstrated the influence of plasma ECRH and
NBI heating conditions [47], the entangled role between tur-
bulence and particle orbits [48], the influence of isotopic mass
[49] and proximity to operational (density) limits [50] on the
properties and dynamics [51] of ZFs in the TJ-II stellarator.

Figures 13 and 14 show the radial scale of LRCs in hydro-
gen and deuterium plasmas [49] and the radial modulation of
dynamical radial electric fields due to edge ZFs in the plasma
edge [47]. In NBI plasma scenarios, the radial size increases
with isotope mass. The radial scale of LRC structures in NBI
plasmas is about of 20 ion Larmor radii, comparable to the
radial scale length of NC radial electric fields. Furthermore,
results point towards the amplification of low frequency, coher-
ent, global fluctuations with similar properties as ZFs in the
vicinity of the density limit. Whether the threshold radiation
value for the density limit as well as the conditions to reach sta-
tionary regimes would be partially affected by the amplitude
of (fluctuating and DC) ZFs is an open question [50].

The interplay between NC radial electric fields, Reynolds
stress gradients and LRCs has been investigated in different
plasma scenarios in TJ-II. Turbulent driven acceleration alone
cannot explain the dynamics of ZFs whose radial width is
affected by the isotope mass [48]. These results are in line
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Figure 10. (Shot 49598) (Top) Time evolution of LRC measured in the plasma core (ρ ≈ 0.3) during ECRH and NBI plasmas scenarios;
(middle) spectrogram of high frequency fluctuations (300–350 kHz) showing the appearance of specific AE; (bottom) evolution of
plasma density during ECRH and NBI scenarios. Plasma density was about n ≈ 0.50–0.55 × 1019 m−3 in pure ECRH scenario and
n ≈ 0.45–0.50 × 1019 m−3 in the combined ECRH + NBI scenario.

Figure 11. Dual edge probe array used to investigate the influence of
edge radial electric fields in edge-SOL coupling (section 4.1) and
the properties of edge ZFs (section 4.2).

with the expectation that the interplay between turbulent and
NC mechanisms is an important ingredient of the dynamics of
edge ZFs.

5. Power exhaust: liquid metals

Liquid metal-based divertors are at present promising alterna-
tives to the use of solid elements for the power exhaust han-
dling in a fusion reactor. Several aspects of the behaviour of
liquid metals exposed to hot and cold plasmas in a capillary

porous system (CPS) container were investigated at the LNF.
These include:

(a) Solid and liquid samples of Li/LiSn/Sn in a CPS arrange-
ment were exposed to the edge plasma in the TJ-II stel-
larator [52]. From the attenuation of the correspond-
ing species (Li or Sn) and using a simple 1D model,
the kinetic energy (Ek) of ejected atomic species was
evaluated. The evolution of Ek with sample temperature
deduced for Li atoms is well correlated with the different
relative contributions of sputtered/evaporated atoms given
by the thermal sputtering model. However, the recorded
mean free paths for the ejected Sn atoms under sputtering
conditions (low T) imply unrealistic high energies if the
bibliographic data for the ionization rate constant of Sn
are assumed.

(b) The retention of evaporated or plasma injected lithium
on W at several temperatures was investigated in order
to assess its impact on a fusion reactor operating with
hot first wall. It was concluded [53] that an exponen-
tially decaying retention as the first-wall temperature
is increased takes place, with negligible D/Li ratios at
T > 350 ◦C. On the other hand, D retention of liquid
Sn and LiSn alloys was studied in DC glow discharges
of D. Retention of H isotopes in the form of bubbles has
been observed in liquid tin exposed to high D fluxes. This
has been attributed to the low solubility and diffusivity of
D into Sn. Droplet ejection of Sn upon bursting of such
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Figure 12. Radial propagation of plasma turbulence in the plasma edge: (1) electron root, (2) ion root, and (3) electron root with lower
density. The edge Er changes sign from positive (in the range of 2 kV m−1 at ρ ≈ 0.8) to negative (in the range of −2 kV m−1 at
ρ ≈ 0.8) as the plasma makes a transition from the electron to the ion root at about t ≈ 1160 ms. Radial propagation have been studied by
taking the inner most pin of a rake Langmuir probe (r − r0 ≈ −10 mm), where r0 is the position of the LCFS, as a reference and calculating
the TE with all other pins aligned radially with a mutual separation of 2 mm. Reproduced courtesy of IAEA. Figure from [41]. ©

EURATOM 2019.

Figure 13. Radial profile of edge LRC in hydrogen and plasmas
dominated by deuterium (≈70% D) in NBI scenarios. This result
shows the first direct experimental evidence of ZFs width control by
isotope mass [49].

bubbles may represent a strong source of plasma pollu-
tion, thus preventing its use in a fusion plasma reactor. No
bubble formation was seen when liquid tin is exposed to
these plasmas, in contradiction with recent observations
[54, 55]. Furthermore, a much higher retention was
deduced for LiSn alloys, and bubble formation right upon
exposure to the D GD plasma was observed.

(c) Oblique magnetron sputtering and laser patterning were
used to produce textured W surfaces. Their wetting by
liquid lithium and further spreading by capillarity was
seen to depend critically on some characteristic scale in
the range of tens to hundred of microns [56]. The porous
structures created by oblique magnetron sputtering may
be sorted out in terms of some characteristic scales such
as the filament spacing in both directions, the filament
length and their ratios. At present is not possible to fully
isolate their respective relevance for wetting but signif-
icant changes were seen during the scanning of those
characteristic parameters.

(d) Secondary electron emission of liquid Li surfaces in a
CPS arrangement was investigated for the first time. Even
at base pressures in the range of 10−7 mbar, oxidation of
Li by residual water and oxygen takes place, leading to
an increase in the SEE yield by a factor of 4 compared
to the pristine surface. However, it was found that a fast
annealing of the Li sample at 450–500 ◦C was enough to
revert the values to those corresponding to clean surfaces
[57]. It is speculated that diffusion of superficial lithium
oxide into the bulk, together with enhanced solubility, is
behind the observations, thus providing a practical way to
characterize and condition lithium surfaces exposed to a
hot plasma.

(e) The OLMAT facility, aimed at testing LM prototypes
under DEMO-relevant heat loads [58] was constructed
and installed (figure 15). It is based on the use of the
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Figure 14. Radial structure of edge zonal structures in plasmas maintained with heating systems at the resonant cyclotron frequency of
electrons (ECRH; (a)/(b)) and with neutral beam heating (NBI; (c)/(d)) in the TJ-II stellarator. The width of ZF structures narrows when
transitioning from ECRH plasmas to NBI plasmas. Radial coherence of the waveforms of the low frequency global oscillation of the radial
electric field has been measured using radial rake probes. Reproduced courtesy of IAEA. Figure from [47]. Copyright (2019) IAEA.

Figure 15. CAD design of OLMAT. (a) irradiation chamber; (b)
valve to NBI; (c) valve to TJ-II; (d) pre-chamber for sample loading;
(e) sample insertion system; ( f ) upper turbopump with liquid metal
condensation bafflers; (g) BaF2 optical window for infrared
thermography; (h) diagnostic ports and windows.

neutral beams (NBI) of the TJ-II stellarator for the irradia-
tion of LM targets (mainly CPS) at DEMO-relevant pow-
ers. The characteristics of the NBI beam are adequate for
the simulation of steady state and slow transient powers
(10–20 MW m−2) including vapour shielding and fatigue
studies. Moreover, the NBI beam is wide enough to irra-
diate large samples (<20 cm diameter), allowing redepo-
sition studies of the eroded and evaporated material. In
a second stage of the project a Q-CW, high-power fibre
laser will be used to simulate ELM-like powers in a small
area, or the strike point power deposition profile.

6. Conclusions

The TJ-II team has exploited the outstanding configurational
flexibility of the device and its set of advanced and unique
diagnostics to provide experimental results in some key fusion
research areas. Our reinforced capabilities in theory and mod-
elling have allowed comparison and validation activities with
regard to NC and turbulent mechanisms. The results described
here demonstrate our improved physics understanding of phe-
nomena in impurity transport, plasma fuelling physics, AE

control and stability, the intertwinement of turbulent and NC
mechanisms and plasma exhaust that complements the empir-
ical approach, with the following main conclusions:

• Asymmetries. The validation of a variation of the radial
electric field on the flux surface (i.e. poloidal asym-
metries) has been successfully accomplished and its
dependence with the magnetic configuration investigated.
Poloidal asymmetries in radial electric field are found,
that depend on the plasma collisionality, consistent with
NC simulations. Poloidal asymmetries in the amplitude
of the wave number spectrum are consistent with a spatial
localization of instabilities, as found in GK simulations.

• Fuelling physics and impurities. Research on the physics
and modelling of plasma core fuelling with pellet and
TESPEL injection has shown that, although post-injection
particle radial redistributions can be understood quali-
tatively from NC mechanisms, turbulence and fluctua-
tions are strongly affected during the ablation process.
Enhanced pellet ablation due to fast-electron, as well as
interactions between outward drifting pellet material and
resonant surfaces that can lead to the abrupt deceleration
of the pellet cloud, have been reported. Density fluctu-
ations appear both at the positive and negative density
gradient regions, being stronger in the negative gradient
region.

• Edge—SOL coupling. Advanced analysis tools based on
TE have shown that radial electric field does not only
affects the radial turbulence correlation length but it is also
capable of reducing the propagation of turbulence from
the edge into the SOL.

• Zonal structures in the edge and the core regions. Direct
experimental observation of long range correlated struc-
tures (LRC) shows that ZFs are ubiquitous in the whole
plasma cross-section in the TJ-II stellarator. The radial
width of the LRC is affected by plasma heating and ion
mass.

• Fast particle physics. Alfvénic activity control strategies
using ECRH and ECCD as well as the relation between
zonal structures and AEs are reported. Although so far
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no causal relationship could be established between the
amplitude of ZFs and AEs, TJ-II experiments paves the
way to study the role of fast particles in the driving or/and
damping of ZFs.

• Liquid metals and power exhaust. The behaviour of liquid
metals exposed to hot and cold plasmas in a CPS con-
tainer were investigated. Kinetic energies, D content, wet-
ting and SEE properties were characterized. A new facil-
ity, OLMAT, has been constructed for testing LM target
prototypes under DEMO-relevant heat loads.
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